Enhance your collaboration experience with Webex Meetings PWA on Chrome OS

Webex on Chromebooks

Easily collaborate in real-time from anywhere on your Chromebook through Webex Meetings Progressive Web App (PWA) built specifically for all Chrome OS devices. Enjoy the best video conferencing experience presented like a desktop application so you can have the best of both worlds—the simplicity of web-based technology and the robustness of local applications.

Access a meeting with just one click on the Webex Meet icon on your launcher or shelf.

Simply tap on sign-in or join with meeting number or meeting URL.

Multitask effectively by keeping your workstreams across the browser tabs separate from the live interactions in meetings.
Collaborate in real-time on your Chromebooks with absolute ease

- Be heard during meetings—even in the noisiest environments—with the advanced noise removal
- Share individual windows, applications, or your entire computer screen in real-time
- Instantly translate your meeting into 100+ languages from 13+ spoken languages to enhance live collaboration
- Automatically take notes and action items with the Webex Assistant so you can stay focused on your conversations
- Record meetings so everyone can quickly catch up on what they missed
- Work with your teams on projects on your most common business apps for brainstorming, emails, project management, and more without leaving the Webex Meetings PWA

For more information
Please visit Google Play Store
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